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Body Solid Pro Club Line Series II Cross Over (S2CCO)  
 

Commercially rated - built with precision -
Body Solid's Pro Club Line Series II
consists of 17 single and dual function
stations and offers a complete range of
equipment, providing facilities with
strength stations for the entire body. Each
station is designed to be biomechanically
correct. Multiple customization options
allow each user to achieve high quality
and natural movement patterns.
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 CHF 5'990.00  
      

      

Interchangeable cable handles provide unlimited options for all experience levels. The extra wide and
tall main frame provides easy access to an endless array of high, medium and low cable exercises.

The Body Solid Cross Over S2CCO's pull-up station offers multiple grip positions - including Body-
Solid's exclusive climbing grips.

With dozens of independent height adjustments and 180° cable positioning for smooth guidance in all
directions, the Body Solid Cross Over S2CCO is one of the most versatile and functional machines on
the market.

Features:

2 x 75kg weight magazines (also available with 2 x 95kg).
36-position cable pulley height adjustment for a variety of upper, middle and lower cable
exercises
180° range of motion of the pivoting cable pulleys
Unilateral or bilateral movement options available
pull-up aid with narrow and wide grip options
exclusive climbing handles for pull-up aid
weight magazine cover
solid and stable frame construction

Use: home to commercial continuous use
Equipment dimensions: W485 x D148 x W360 x H252cm, weight 434kg
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Accessories: 2 nylon pull handles, foot strap, straight bar
Warranty: 2 years on labor and parts for home use, 1 year on labor and 2 years on parts for light
institutional to commercial use (excludes consumables)
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